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*Source: 3,393 people on the OpenTable network in the US and Canada responded to this 

diner survey between July 17, 2020 to July 29, 2020. "Pre-COVID" or “Before COVID” 

refers to the period prior to the announcement of governmental restrictions such as 

shelter in place, around March 2020. 

As restaurant doors reopen, chefs will stand at stoves, guests will 

fill (distanced) tables, and communities will come together. People 

may dine out differently than they did before, with a range of 

comfort levels and changing protocols, but one thing is sure: they 

can’t wait to be your guests again.

When restaurants do welcome them back, diners say they’re most looking 

forward to enjoying the ambiance of restaurants, connecting with friends and 

family, and supporting their favorite, go-to spots. (Having someone else cook 

for them is also a plus.)


This crisis has proven that hospitality, in all its many forms, plays a powerful, 

irreplaceable role in communities across the world. Though the future may 

look uncertain, restaurants will certainly be an essential part of that future.

Whether you’re planning to reopen your dining room or adapting to takeout 

and delivery, OpenTable is here to help you welcome back guests and rebuild 

your business. 


Start charting the future of your restaurant using country, state, and city-level 

data and insights on OpenTable’s state of the restaurant industry hub. 


Join the most reliable, easy-to-use restaurant management platform. Manage 

your operations in one place and get guests when you need them most. 


restaurant.opentable.com
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